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Abstract. The business community plays an essential role in ensuring sustainable regional development. This is due both to the powerful financial potential of business, which is particularly important with limited state budgetary resources, and to the high scientific and technical potential of companies, which is essential for maintaining their international competitiveness. The contribution of business to social development and sustainable regional development will depend, first, on the growth in traditional activities and the creation of new projects, and second, on the modernization of existing industries for reducing the negative impact on the region's environment and population. In recent decades, the concept of social responsibility of business, that is, its responsibility to the population or society has been developed by the most conscious and forward-looking part of the Russian business community, which has initiated impressive voluntary activity in this field. This relates essentially to large private or state-owned businesses. The business community is actively engaged with interested business and social groups, implementing contemporary international standards of socially oriented and environmental management, publishing social reports, including in the field of sustainable regional development.
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1. Introduction

The development of corporate social responsibility in Russia remains inadequate and noncompliant with international standards and does not actually cover small and medium-sized businesses. The point is that social responsibility, presented to society in an open form, means the activities of enterprises in three "zones" of responsibility and sustainable development: economic (quality and safety of products and services, their physical and price availability), environmental (reduction of harmful emissions and other environmental pressures) and social (development of the in-house teams and external social projects, including charitable ones) (Kuznetsova et al., 2019; Akhmetshin et al., 2018; Frolova et al., 2017). As a rule, Russian small and medium-sized businesses are limited to local charity (Fedulova et al., 2019; Dunets et al., 2019; Ishchenko and Magsumov, 2019), presenting it as the dominant form of their social responsibility.

In Russia, in addition to extremely poor involvement of small and medium-sized businesses in this process, there is no progressive development in this area among large state and partially state-owned enterprises. This is largely due to the lack of transparency in doing business in Russia. Thus, open publication of social and environmental reports or reports on sustainable development under international standards requires additional voluntary disclosure of important data in all areas of business activity. As many studies have shown, the transparency level of Russian state-owned businesses is much lower compared to private businesses, which, of course, cannot be considered normal (Dynkin et al., 2018; Tadeu et al., 2019; Demchenko et al., 2019; Porokhin et al., 2014). In theory, everything should be exactly the opposite: after all, state-owned companies inherently should be more open to society and more socially responsible.

2. Methods

The research is based on the study of corporate social responsibility of the business community as an essential factor in the sustainable regional development, the formation of organizational and economic relations between subjects of sustainable development, in particular, through the mechanism of social partnership. The works of Russian and foreign scientists, scientific reports and recommendations, laws, decrees of the President, orders of the Government of the Russian Federation, regulatory documents of the constituent entities of the Russian Federation, the regulatory framework of foreign countries served as a theoretical basis for the study. The methodological basis was a systematic approach that ensured the complexity, consistency, and focus of the study. The authors applied analytical, abstract-logical, computational-constructive, economic-statistical, monographic and other research methods.

3. Results

For nearly three decades, developed and developing countries have been paying increased attention to corporate social responsibility (Campbell, 2007; Folke, 2006; Moon, 2002; Ermakova et al., 2016; Salamon, 1987; Aktan et al., 2018; Tvaronavičienė, 2018; Moumen et al., 2019; Rezk et al., 2019).

The most notable initiatives in this area have been put forward during this period. Those include the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) Financial Initiative, which brings together more than 200 leading and largest global banks and investment companies, has been operational for twenty years and aims to ensure their compliance with the principles of socially and environmentally responsible financing and investment. The International Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative, launched in 2002 at the Johannesburg Summit on Sustainable Development, is becoming increasingly important. It aims to ensure the transparency of private and state revenues and payments in the mining sector, combining the largest resource-extracting and processing companies and governments of many
African and Latin American countries, which have recently been joined by Asian states: Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, and Kyrgyzstan.

The global initiative for reporting on the sustainable development of enterprises of all sizes and types of activity is now fully operational. Today, thousands of leading world companies, including transnational ones, report under the international GRI standard. Those include about 50 Russian companies. Most international initiatives consider the sustainable development of enterprises as a central goal of corporate social responsibility in its three-dimensional dimension: economic, environmental and social. It is proved that steady production growth, inextricably linked to reducing environmental pressures and a corresponding increase in the social security of employed workers and social support for the regional population, is becoming the main ideology of the modern business community. In total, more than 10,000 leading global companies regularly report to the public on corporate social responsibility and sustainable development (Kitzmueller, 2010).

At the same time, the leaders of many large Russian companies are not satisfied with the term "corporate social responsibility". This is not accidental since the term "social" implies the company's responsibility to society as a whole, not limited to its investors, employees and customers, which does not always suit businessmen based on their understanding of the allocation of social responsibility in the broad sense. Enterprises pay taxes, and, accordingly, the state must correctly and efficiently use them for the benefit of society, that is, it is a function of the state, and not of companies as such. At the same time, enterprises do not deny their public responsibility, in particular in the field of production ecology, as well as in understanding their responsibility in the chain of suppliers and consumers of the products and services proposed. Therefore, many companies prefer to use a slightly different formula for its activities in this area, namely the "corporate civil responsibility" (Blagov, 2015; Andreev, 2014; Bobylev et al., 2017; Solodova et al., 2018; Tannady et al., 2019). This term reflects the voluntary nature of the civil behavior of enterprises that are responsible for the processes taking place in their business environment and society as a whole.

Recently, several Russian companies have moved away from the attitude "we produce the product that the consumer needs and pay taxes, this is our responsibility" to open civil responsibility, which is voluntary. There are two main reasons for this. First, the dependence of manufacturing companies on the social conditions of their activities in the regions of their presence is objectively increasing. Second, the reason motivating companies to invest in this "non-productive sphere" is their awareness that consistent systematic implementation of corporate social responsibility allows introducing a non-financial risk management system, which is based on engagement with stakeholders. These two main directions of change in the field of corporate social responsibility result in the consistent improvement of corporate governance, a significant increase in its level, which positively affects the image, business reputation and, ultimately, capitalization of enterprises. That is, in terms of operation, enterprises incur additional non-productive expenses, but ultimately benefit from an increase in their market value or capitalization. It is worth noticing that the capitalization rate significantly exceeds the growth of corporate social responsibility costs (Shatalova et al., 2015, 2016; Ivanova et al., 2019; Rahman et al., 2017).

It is understood that sustainable development is the main idea of the future in the 21st century. This is reflected in the conceptual documents of the UN, including three most important documents: "The future we want" (2012), which defines the prospects for humanity in the 21st century in the concept of sustainable development, based on "green" economy; "The agenda for sustainable development up to 2030" (2015); Paris Climate Agreement (2015), which sets the priorities for combating the climate threat in the world and in all countries until 2030-2050 (Androniceanu, 2019). These UN documents successfully combine both conceptual priorities and specific objectives of the countries and peoples. These documents contain quantitative indicators and a set of measures that allow governments to plan their actions for the implementation of the decisions taken. As a result of complex work, the UN adopted 17 Goals and 169 tasks for their implementation.
The goals and objectives in the field of sustainable development in its content are complex, global and universally applicable. At the same time, they allow for consideration of differences in national mentality, opportunities and levels of development, as well as imply the respect for the national strategies and priorities. The objectives were drafted in the form of global recommendations, while every government sets its national objectives, guided by global wishes, but considering national circumstances. Every society at the country level decides how to ensure that these global challenges are recognized in the form of recommendations in the national planning processes, measures and strategies.

Thus, the Russian government has limited to the list of 8 objectives, some of which were reformulated given the Russian specifics (Rogach et al., 2018). For example, the second UN Goal "Achieving universal primary education" was replaced by the goal "Ensuring accessibility of education". In the UN goal No. 6, malaria was replaced by tuberculosis, which is a more relevant disease for Russia (see Table 1).

Table 1. Millennium Development Goals (2000-2015) adapted for Russia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Goal definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Poverty reduction and hunger eradication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ensuring the accessibility of education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Promoting gender equality and women’s empowerment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Reducing maternal mortality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Reduction of under-five mortality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Combating HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis and other diseases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ensuring environmental sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Participating in global cooperation that meets Russian national interests</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mankind has made significant progress in implementing the Millennium Development Goals (MDG); progress has been made for all goals and objectives. Thus, material welfare has increased across the globe, the hunger problem has softened. Due to the growth of the national economy and the well-being of its citizens in the early 2000s, Russia has achieved tangible progress in the main development goals – nominal cash incomes per capita for 2000-2015 had increased 13.3 times. During this period, life expectancy had increased by 6 years, including 4.4 years for women and 6.9 years for men. However, the 2014-2016 crisis revealed the instability of the Russian export-raw development model (Prodanova et al., 2019; Zubarevich, 2018; Takhumova et al., 2018; Luzina et al., 2019; Verevkin, 2010).

The country has witnessed intensified problems of human development. There is a vital need for new development paths with the priority given to the sustainability and development of human potential. The scope and ambitions of the new "2030 Agenda" of the global community have grown dramatically: the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) contain more than doubled as compared to Millennium Development Goals (2000-2015) – it contains nearly 10 times more objectives and 5 times more indicators (Table 2). The time interval remained unchanged – 15 years, which makes it possible to monitor the program results within the political career of the legislatures who adopted the program. Shorter terms would not have given enough time to achieve results and would be too dependent on business and electoral cycles in the world's leading countries. Longer terms would not provide for the necessary concentration of efforts and could lead to the fact that new generations of politicians would set new tasks due to the significantly altered situation in the world.
Table 2. Comparison of the Millennium Development Goals (2000-2015) and the Sustainable Development Goals (2015-2030) (according to the UN)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goals</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objectives</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicators</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Russia, it makes sense to adjust the goals of sustainable development at the regulatory and program level. Thus, scientific, methodological, informative and financial support for adapting sustainable development goals is presented in the Federal Law No. 172 "On Strategic Planning in the Russian Federation", which defines criteria for achieving strategic goals and substantiates the priorities of state policy in the field of socio-economic development and national security. Strategic project documents developed within the framework of goals based on the sectoral and territorial principle at the federal level should be supplemented by regional program documents, which will contribute to the implementation of the Spatial Development Strategy of the Russian Federation and the socio-economic development strategy of the regions, provided for by the law "On Strategic Planning in the Russian Federation" (Vinichenko et al., 2016). The study revealed that achieving the country's sustainable development goals might not be feasible without including the business community in the process of social responsibility. The authors believe that the social responsibility of business is a system of ethical standards and values, as well as a consistent set of economic, environmental and social measures implemented by continuous systemic interaction with stakeholders aimed at reducing non-financial risks, permanent improvement of goodwill and business reputation, increasing capitalization and competitiveness of the company, in order to ensure its profitability and sustainable development (Korableva et al., 2018; Plaskova et al., 2019; Da Silva et al., 2019; Sharafutdinov et al., 2019; Mukhtarova et al., 2017).

The sustainable development of the company is a complex matrix process for the business, which covers all areas of its activity and all management functions to reduce risks and losses, as well as to increase its efficiency, environmental friendliness and social responsibility.

The social responsibility of Russian companies is determined by their status and voluntary actions in this direction, which are shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. The minimum set of corporate social responsibility indicators
The authors believe that there is a tendency to shift social partnership towards the local community. This indicates that the interests of business structures are transferred from company employees to the external social environment. It can be concluded that the social interests of Russian businesses have also changed. In most companies, social policy is implemented based on principles approved by the highest executive body, corporate social programs are regular, and the funds for their implementation are included in the total budget. In 2014, the "Alliance Media" Russian business portal conducted an online survey of more than 1,500 entrepreneurs on social responsibility of business structures, which is highly relevant in Russia. The most common answers to the question "What actions do you attribute to the concept of social responsibility of the business community?" were: provision of employee benefits (32%), creation of new jobs (31%), assistance to social facilities (28%) (Pavlov, 2019).

Following society's expectations, socially responsible Russian business can assume additional obligations that are part of a voluntary set of social responsibility indicators that are in the public interests, namely:

- to align the economy and corporate governance with the principles of social responsibility, enshrined in the Code of Corporate Conduct and Social Charter of Russian Business;
- to develop and consistently comply with internal codes or other documents of internal business ethics;
- to constantly develop quality, consumer properties and social significance of products and services;
- to maintain good business practice by establishing secure relationships with suppliers, distributors and customers, giving preference to those companies that meet the requirements of social responsibility;
- to support the development of small and medium-sized businesses, including internal technological chains, as well as to participate in relevant sectoral and intersectoral programs and funds;
- to take technological measures aimed at saving energy, water, and other resources;
- to organize the processing of industrial waste and wastewater treatment, gradually introducing non-waste production technologies;
- to control the emissions of substances that deplete the ozone layer, greenhouse gases, chemicals, and other harmonic emissions into the atmosphere;
- to ensure sustainable land use and support for biodiversity and natural habitats, including recreational areas and reserves;
- to ensure participation of social policy in social investments through internal and external social programs;
- to support personnel development and provide in-house training programs;
- to implement social projects of sponsorship and charitable nature in the territories of the company’s presence, maintain their social well-being, safety, and sustainability;
- to participate in sponsorship and charity programs of regional and federal significance aimed at solving acute national problems;
- support social projects in culture, sports and education;
- to participate in public-private partnership projects aimed at solving social and environmental problems;
- to engage in the international charitable and social projects;
- to support public and non-profit organizations of civil society;
- regularly hold dialogues and public hearings with interested parties (stakeholders): shareholders and investors, employees and trade unions, suppliers and consumers, representatives of local, regional and federal state authorities, media, professional associations, public and non-profit organizations, etc. and thereby implement required changes to their activities;
- to increase business openness and transparency through regular social reporting and international reporting on sustainable development, thus improving the quality of production management, social development and non-financial risks.
Additional indicators and measures in the field of business social responsibility are not restricted, being the subject of a voluntary civic initiative in cooperation with the company's stakeholders and society as a whole. Contributing to the effective management of non-financial risks, additional activities allow a company to demonstrate its moral responsibility for the state and development of society. Corporate social responsibility is a means of continuous and consistent increase in the competitiveness of Russian business, stimulating its technological and social innovativeness. In March 2013, the advisory GOST R ISO 26000:2012 "Guidance on social responsibility" came into effect, which is entirely based on ISO 26000:2010 (12, 2013). This standard is the first to define and disclose the concept of social responsibility of any company in accordance with the internationally accepted approaches. The standard provides a platform for integrated management of social responsibility in any company, outlining general principles and parameters of activities aimed at solving specific problems. This allows for developing and implementing a balanced strategy of social responsibility, increasing the effectiveness of interaction both within the company and with external stakeholders, as well as minimizing the risks associated with this interaction, based on internationally recognized approaches. Companies throughout the world and their stakeholders are increasingly aware of the need for socially responsible behavior and its benefits. At the same time, promoting sustainable development is the main goal of social responsibility.

The standard's structure and format conclusively demonstrate that the company's performance in relation to the society, in which it operates, and its environmental impact have become an extremely important part of assessing its overall performance and its ability to continue effective operation. This partly reflects the growing awareness of the need to maintain healthy ecosystems, social equity, and good organizational governance. In the long run, all company's activities depend on the well-being of global ecosystems (Yemelyanov et al., 2018). Companies are increasingly criticized by various stakeholders. The perception and reality of a company's performance in the field of social responsibility can influence, among other things:

- its competitive advantages;
- its reputation;
- its ability to attract and retain workers or members, customers, clients or users;
- maintaining its employees' morale welfare, engagement and productivity
- attitudes of investors, owners, donors, sponsors and the financial community; and its relationship with companies, governments, media, suppliers, peer organizations, customers and the local community.

GOST R ISO 26000: 2012 guides on the principles underlying social responsibility, recognition of social responsibility and stakeholder engagement, major topics and issues related to social responsibility (see table), and ways to integrate socially responsible behavior into the organization. This standard emphasizes the importance of results and improved performance in social responsibility.

All major topics apply to any organization. Each major topic incorporates several problems. Every company must decide which solution is applicable and most significant through independent analysis and dialogue with the interested parties.

All over the world, and Russia is no exception, the problems of non-financial risks play an increasingly strong role. They become increasingly important for investors, along with commercial, industrial and economic ones. Starting from about the mid-1990s, reporting on corporate social responsibility closes this "information gap" for the investor, showing and proving to him that this company pays constant attention to environmental and social aspects in its activities, thereby reducing the risks of social internal and external conflicts, as well as environmental sanctions (Hinzman et al., 2014; Movchan and Yakovleva, 2019; Razumova, 2017; Goryushkina et al., 2019).
Under favorable circumstances, corporate social responsibility in the Russian Federation can become the basic ideology of corporate governance and management, as has already happened in many developed countries. In modern Russia, there is a whole palette of components of corporate social responsibility, and so far, each company provides its definition of this concept through the prism of its strategic objectives and priorities, its corporate culture and the degree of responsibility and obligations it is willing to assume.

Conclusions

Leading Russian socially responsible companies define several interrelated characteristics of their concept of social responsibility:

- Corporate social responsibility is a strategic business approach to managing the company's social, environmental and economic responsibility, which allows it to define and formulate a circle of obligations and areas of responsibility and implement them according to the principle of continuous improvement as part of the overall strategy for sustainable business development;
- Corporate social responsibility is a set of principles of conduct and management adopted by the company voluntarily and having a significant impact on the decision-making process at any level, based on a responsible attitude and incorporation of feedback from the parties that are strategically important for sustainable business development;
- Corporate social responsibility is a management system, which comprises a set of mechanisms and tools that allow managing coordinated and balanced non-financial aspects of the company.

This approach would encourage socially responsible companies to constantly and consistently implement this activity through regular dialogue with society and apply it in strategic planning and company management. Furthermore, it will also be reflected in the resulting system of economic, environmental and social indicators. The focus of this study is that any production and economic decisions are made in view of their social and environmental consequences for the company and society. In that framework, corporate social responsibility turns into a powerful factor in strategic development, strengthening the business reputation and the company's competitiveness.

In the Russian regions, as well as at the municipal level, there is a growing understanding of the need to build relations with business on a permanent and understandable basis. Whereas previously regional and local authorities turned to business mainly to urgently fill in "gaps" in social, environmental and economic infrastructure, today most of the governors, regional legislative assemblies, and city mayors prefer to plan joint medium-term projects and programs in various spheres. This is beneficial to both government and business. Stable partnerships are gradually built up. However, the planning for "sustainable regional development" is still far away. Of the known attempts, it is worth noticing only long-term development programs for the Tomsk Region and the city of Novosibirsk.

Corporate social responsibility is not a goal but a means to meet the urgent needs of people and society. The role of the state here is to "launch" this process in the right direction without overly administering the business by establishing clear requirements and rules, as well as economic and moral incentives, which shall not be changed annually, which too often happens with state regulation of the economy and environmental protection in Russia.
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